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A B O U T  M E  

Denise Salcedo is TV HOST and CONTENT CREATOR based in
Los Angeles, California. Denise is known for her energetic,
bubbly and electric personality. 

Denise kicked off her hosting career as a red carpet reporter
for various media outlets, she covered events and conducted
interviews for J-14, What's Trending, Red Carpet Report, The
Trendy and others. She has also appeared on Buzzfeed and
ESPN Radio! 

Then the charismatic happy-go-lucky reporter elevated her
game by adding her production skills to her arsenal and
creating original content videos across YouTube-- Denise
mixed in her love of pop culture and pro wrestling, creating a
hybrid of entertainment videos that put her name on the
map. 

But when the bi-lingual (Spanish & English) TV HOST isn't
talking to stars on the red carpet or updating viewers on the
latest news, she's out entertaining live crowds. That's right,
Denise is a professional live event host that has hosted several
events for brands such as Disney, Amazon, X-Box, 2k
Foundations and Target. Her high level energy has also landed
her many ring announcing gigs in the world of professional
wrestling and commercial spokesperson roles!

The girl with the mic can be heard every week podcasting,
engaging with live audiences and building her online digital
brand, Instinct Culture. She's a fearless, go-getter that's always
chasing her dreams. 
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Denise created her brand Instinct Culture
on March 2018. Instinct Culture is a

Youtube channel and online magazine
that covers all aspects of pop culture. She

currently has over 35,000+ YouTube
subscribers and has garnered over 5

million + views! Denise writes, shoots and
edits all her own content. She has been
featured by KTLA, and some of her work
has been shown on the USA network. 

INSTINCT CULTURE BY

DENISE SALCEDO

CONTACT ME 

Mika Debbie Jones

ELSEWHERE

www.mikamodern.com

hi@mikamodern.com

Twitter: @mikamodern

Facebook: /mikamodern

Instagram: @mikamodernblog

 SKILLS

- Interviewing: Red Carpets, Press Junkets

- Producing News Segments, Short Form

Content & Podcasts

- Hosting: Live Events, Podcasts, Digital 

- News Writing, Copy Writing, Press Releases

- Social Media 

- Video Editing: Final Cut & Adobe Premiere

- Wordpress, SEO, EZ News, OBS

 

email

denise@instinctculture.com

DEMO REEL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LF1kzoaFsxY

